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Continue Alex's journey in the twisty fourth book of the Spellshadow series.Buy now! *Beware of

spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
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The first part of the story was tough to get back into due to not many references to previous books

in the series. Then the logic of what ascepts the different plans would of yield got too intertwined

and confusing. Finally all the kinks was finally flowing with a cliffhanger of an ending again, making

me want more. I would have really liked a map of the havens to visualized the movements of the

characters at this point of the series as it unfolded. I would recommend to read the series first upto

this point, they are a very fast page turner. I am waiting for the final chapter!

This is definitely a different type of genre for Bella, but I for one enjoy this series. I will be able to

share this series with my daughter who loves Harry Potter as a new , but similar world of magic. I

enjoy the characters and the development they have made from book 1. I can never tell what will



happen next and quite figure out the good from the bad. Keeps me guessing!

Fast paced for a short read. There is not a real in-depth plot and the characters aren't as well

developed as would be expected for a fourth novel but that seems consistent from this author. You

also would have to read the other books to understand this one. So a mildly entertaining hour or so.

This time they went through the portal and landed at the Keep, a prison. This book will keep your

head spinning. Meeting new people and working on making a portal to go home takes a lot out of

people. You won't be sorry buying this book.

Wonderful story! As always Bella leaves us with more Questions! What is Elias up to? Will the kid

prevail on their quest? Can Alex do what he needs to do? Can hardly wait for the next one!

This is a good series. It is high energy. The characters are constantly on the run or fearful for their

lives.

I cannot wait for the 5th installment to this series as it gets better with every book. This is a great

series.

I'm so immersed in the world of these stories and I'm so anxious to see how it all ends. It's Harry

Potter meets The Magicians. Dark, but light. So so worth the read!
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